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            Please monitor the class blogs at https://royalmileprimary.com/ and your class Twitter page! 
 

Writing  Spelling Reading 

As part of VE Day and the activities linked 

in both the VE Day Info and VE Day 

Activities documents. 
 

Try one or both: 

• Make your own radio broadcast to 

announce Victory in Europe. You 

could even pretend to be Winston 

Churchill! You could share your 

script with us! 

• Write a postcard to someone telling 

them about your VE day. Draw a 

picture on the other side to show 

what you did and what you saw. 

• Choose your challenge tricky/common 

words from the document (attached to the 

blog). Practise these through LCWC three 

times, using them in a super sentence, or 

any fun spelling activity such as bubble 

writing, rainbow writing, spelling flowers or 

creating something like a wordsearch for 

someone else to solve. 
 

• How many ai/ay and ee/ea words can you 

find in ‘On Monday I met Molly’? What 

about another book of your choice? How 

many can you find on a page? Why don’t 

you tweet some of the words you find to 

@RMPSPrimary2? 

1. Read the VE Day Info document and discuss it. 
2. You have been assigned On Monday I met Molly’ in Active 

Learn. It is a good tool to review some of our capital letter 

work. How many other capital letters can you see? Why are 

they there? Remember, capital letters are used for names 

of people, places, pets, the personal pronoun I, and days of 

the week. Do you know of any other ‘special names’ that 

need capital letters? (E.g. street names, months, special 

celebrations, brand names).  

After reading through the rhyme at least once, click on 

the text to remove all the capital letters. Ask the 

children where capital letters are missing and why. Use the 

pen tool to put them in. You can do this for each screen of 

‘On Monday I met Molly’. 

Maths/Numeracy 

• For more number fact family work please have a look at  https://www.topmarks.co.uk/number-facts/number-fact-families 

• Continue working on your SEAL grids and some of the activities on your Mental Agility Activity sheet. Keep ordering and 

sequencing numbers, counting on and back in ones, twos or 10s! 

• Have a go at some of the money games available to you on Education City or Active Learn! 

• If you are helping to make a recipe this week, can you find out how much each ingredient cost? Keep a record of this in your jotter. 

Health & Wellbeing Modern Languages - Spanish Sciences/Technologies/IDL Theme 

‘Look on the Bright Side’ and create a list of 

all the things you are grateful for. Pin it up 

somewhere to remind yourself whenever you 

need cheering up. Have a look at ‘Time with 

You’ - how is this looking on the bright side? 

Have a look at DuoLingo for your Spanish to 

develop and consolidate your vocabulary. You 

can download the app if you have a phone or 

tablet or you can have a look at this link: 

https://www.duolingo.com/learn 

Have a look at https://www.glasgowsciencecentre.org/gsc-at-

home where Glasgow Science Centre is bringing a bit of science 

into your home every day at 10am. You can explore subjects 

they’ve already covered such as Three Things About Saturn or 

even suggest things you’d like them to cover using the hashtag 

#GSCAtHome 

Something fun! /Art/Technology Questions 

Check out the VE Day Activities and information documents on the blog! Can you 

create a code using Morse as well as solve the secret message? 

Please keep sharing comments & pictures of your work. 

admin@royalmile.edin.sch.uk  or       @RMPSPrimary2 
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